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GBAFXKS I 

immwcfion 

It is eoauaoa practice t© Interpret new m& mmX m*> . 

perlence in tenas ©f past experience* It Is -set un-asml, 

therefor®, that literary critics have always attempted %# -

explain ww literary wogks la terms of the fast. Critics 

approaching a new work for the first time cautiously seek 

to «ttse©wr In .it sisillartties t© the nastorj&eeas of the 

past# Often this Is a safe practice that results i&.a 

ftaller explanation of the author1a purpose in the work 

under study* But, also quite often, this procedure has & -. 

iasagiag' effect, 'as far as the critics are concerned, on to 

new work* ' ' 

Benedetto Croce laments the fact that %m frequently 

critics | tefor* asking of a vork of art *if it be express!**, 

and what It expresses, whether it apeak or or he 

silent altogether, n ask instead Hi it be obedient t© the 

laws of the epic poem ®r to those of tragedy, to those of 
1 

historical portraiture or to those of landscape painting." 

Too often the critics fail to realise that any aasterpiece 

1 
Benedetto Croce, M .flffitoMl JftlffittMl 

SM if,flMMl. ftllffllgMSb P* 36> 



worthy of the m m Is sal generis. It 1® m commonplace 

canon of literary criticism, sometines overlooked, that each 

work of art mst be Judged on its <sm terms, for too often 

a great masterpiece is not merely a culaiiaatloft of all tot. 

has gone before*: 

Every true worte of art has violated son© ettab* •• 
lished class and upset the ideas of the critics, who 
Mve thus been obliged t© enlarge the rauaber of classes, 
until finally oven this enlargement has proved too *nar«-
?w, ©wing to the appearance of new work# ©f 
are naturally followed by new scandals, new upsettings, 

• and—new enlargements* 2 • 

. • Herman Melville's masterpiece Moby-Dick. since its $m&* 

It cation la 18J1, has been * controversial book* Snjmrfiei* 

ally the book is a novel. But the definition of the novel ' 

as a fictitious prose narrative of considerable length.fits 

every long prose work from Lady Murasaki#s The Xale the 

dinli to John Steinbeck*# Cannery Row. Mobv~Dlfik is cer-

tainly not the outgrowth of the novels that were .being writ* 

ten during this period, at 2**»t not of the seelal novels, 

the novel of Banners, #f English and European authors# 

Many critics, therefore, not satisfied with explaining 

Moby-Dick in terms of the novel, have sought analogies in 

other literary genres. Most often parallels have been drawn 

froa ©pic 'and dramatic literature. Critics have called Hofovw 

JMg either an ©pic or a tragedy. After examining the 

2 
DO*** P. 3?* 
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evidence presented by b©th schoels jbf thought* after es-

tablishing a werkahle definition ©if the epic and listing 

the most cosaBon epic devices, and after examining Moby* 

Mek in terms ©f this definition and discovering many of 

the epic devices is it, I propose the thesis that Melville 

has written an epic, not unlike the great epics of the past# 

This thesis Is the result of that ewuHination. Chapter 

21 Is devoted t® a historical surrey of ®ie criticism treat-

ing Hobv-Dick as an epic* Chapter III is a consideration of 

the dramatic q\ialities found la the book which have led 

critics to think of Moby-Piok as a tragedy# Chapter I? coa~ 

tains a definition of the epic as a literary type, and a 

suamary of characteristic epic devices# Chapter V, the sain 

body of the thesis* £s the application of the arterial found 

in Chapter IT to Moto-Dlck* Chapter ¥1 states the c©nclaal#tt« 



; chamm ii 

CRITICAL APPROACHES TO MQBBVBXCK 

From the beginning, critics found it hard to classify 

?foby-Diok successfully* One contemporary reviewer sjielce ©f 
1 

it as *an odd bocifc, professing to be a novel,* The reviewer 

fey Itei»-*1 MM&Mlmt probably George Bipley, thought that 

the author had constructed "a romancef a tragedy, and a 

natural history, not vitheut numerous gratuitous suggestions 
a 

m psychology, ethics, and theology** Later in the mm re-

view the author said, *The plot becomes aere Intern® and 

tragic, as it approaches the denouement,1^ suggesting af-

finities with the draita# 

Melville's friend, Evert Soyckiaek, in his review for 

The Literary World ̂ found the book wa natural»histories!, 

philosophical, romantic account of tha person, habits, nan* 
k 

xwrs, ideas of the great sperm whale*" In a seeond review 

for the following issue of Mlftllg 1 S M » ^wyckiack 

expressed the feeling that Moby-Dlelc contains elements 

1 
.I4tf,ag fitJftttafo XOT (Becessber 6, 1851), &*U. ; 

2 

Harper's Magazine. If (Decea&er, 1851), 137* 

%M<1» 

MSmtiEZ MS£M> a < November 15# 1851), 38l# 
k 



reminiscent of German drama, and he called Ahab "the Faust 

5 
of the quarter-deck.n 

lose of fee reviewers writing irnmediately after the 

publication of Koby^Diek in 1851 spoke of the book directly 

as its epic} on the contrary, analogies with the drama seem 

to have been favored* However, as early m 1899 Archibald 

KacMschan. defined Hoby-Dlck as *at once the epic and ency-

clopedia of whaling* • * a monument to the honor of an m%-
6 

tinot race of daring seaaen** 

Appearing two years after the centennial of Melville*8 

birth in If 21, Raymond Weaver*s biography did ouch to pro-

mote a revival of interest in the author and M s work. iJU 

though Weaver did not devote such space to the criticism and 

interpretation of Melville's individual wrfes, he praised -
lsM~EJ*Sa& ̂  "indisputably the greatest whaling novel» tai 

f 

•a hideous and intolerable allegory.*** After calling Moby* 

Mck a novel, leaver compared passages in tfee book to 

passages fro® «oeh dramatists as Ztekker, Webster, Kaselsgerf 

and Fletcher# 

In 1923 in his ftjgittfift 4a MmSitSS MlSlSSffll 

D. H. I&wrence confidently called Moby-Dick wan epic of the 
% M d . , (November 22, 1§5D» p* M>3« 

^Archibald HacMechan. ̂ fhe Best Sea Story Ever Written,* 
3B» 'StimSMXt (October, 1899), 130, 

7 
Hayaoad Weaver, Herman Jjjfelylllff̂  p« 27• 



8 
sea. such m no nan has ©quailed.® But in 1926 John Free-

man, "feeling that Moby-Pick could not be classified* 

saidj wMoby~f>i.gk is m novel, If it can to© termed. a novel* 
f 

to consider in isolation*11 Later to® apoka of "the drama 
10 

of Ahafe anfi Meby*Qicfct* an<i, finally, he referred to tfea 
31 

bonk a# a "parable of aa eternal strife** 0 ® yea? late** 

firaer in his convictions, fan wyck Brooks called Moby>Mc3t 

"our sola American ©pie . • » It revives in a sense • the these 
12 

of the most ancient epic of the English-speaking peoples a1* 

In his biography of Melville, published is 1929# fcewia 

Miuaford said that 11 the conventional critic hag ilasfssai 

Moby«43iek because it is •not a novel* or if it is a novel, 

its story is marred by all sorts of extraneous naterial, 

history, natural history, philosophy, mythological excursions, 
13 

what not** For his part Muaford stated that 1® 
l*f 

a poetic epic," yet "the epic and mythic quality has bean 
s&sunderstood because those Mho examined the book bought of 

8 
D* H. Iiawrence, gfeatet 4» CLIMBS. 4BBS&W MSStoSgBB# 

p. 237. 
•9 
'John Fr®eisa.ii, H^ywan Melvi l le f p# 11**, 

1XlMcUy p# 116, 
12Van WyciK Brooks, Bmerson ami Othersf P* 205. ' 

^Lewis MUiaford, Herman Melv i l l e . p* 177* 

1^ 
lh i4> t p* 181* 



tli# spi© la terras of Hoaer, assf the Myth Itself la' relation 
15 ; 

to some obvious ley© ef antiquity.* Consequently, Mumford 

wrote that Moby-Mek cannot be interpreted la terms. ®f the 

past, f©r it is 

one ef the first great aythologles t© fee ©reacted''' 
in the modern w®rM, created, that is, ©tit of the ' 
stuff ef that world, its selene©? it# expl&ration* 
its terrestrial daring, its concentration upon 
tmnmt t M dominion over naturef and not out of an-
cient symbols, Prometheus. Endyraien, Orestes, or 
mediaeval folk legends. like Br# Psusttts* 16 -1 

Muaford concluded, therefor®, that *the best handbook on " 

baling is also—I say this scrupulously—the best :tragte' • 

epic of modern tines and on* @f the flat' poetic w i s -of 
17 -v 

all ti»#«w . • ' 

In 1932 Padrlac Colum reeogniEed Ifoby-Dick as a modern-

day epic also# 

On the surface Melville's hmk is A aonralt it is 
a prose narrative of a certain length dealing with 
possible Ben and possible events* But below the 
surface it is different# The men are possible, but 
they are also fabulous. The prose loosens into ex-
traordinary rhythms. The event is possible, but it 
is also nniqm--.it is nothing less than the pursuit 
of the "mightiest animated mass that has survived . 
the flood.* What Herman Melville proposes to him* 
self is a theme not for a novel but for an epic. 18 

15 16 
P* 190. M « i P- 193. 

17 
Ibid. 

18 
Patriae Colas, J. Half-Pay's Bltae. p. 175« 
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Colu® also said that Melville *s characters are generalised 

like tin® characters of am ©pi© a M spoke of Captain Ahab as 
19 

"an Achilles of the sea." 

Yvor Winters pointed out that Moby-Bick has always defied 

classification because it combines similarities .of structure 

from various literary types to produce a new structure. 

Winters said, however, that it is less a novel or a drama 

than an ©pie poesu **fhe book, than,partakas in some measure 

of the qualities of a novel and of a tragic drama f but «#•-
20 

ssentl&lly it is an epic poea»* 1® added that *tfae bock In 
21 

not only a great epic; it la profoundly an Ataerioan epic#'1 

In 19N-1 in toerlcan Renaissance F. 0. Matthiessen noted 

that modern critics had usually described Mokv~M.ck as an 

epic* But Matthiessen preferred to compare the too©k to to 

draaa, for he said that "if we are t© establish the genre to 

which, this hook belongs, it is equally clear that Melville 
at 

thought of ilhab's actions in dramatic terms." 

Writing in 19Mf, William Sedgwick said that Moby-Dick 

fits no set definition* 

19 
Ibid, 

^Xvor Winters, la Defense of. Reason, p. 220* 

21 
Ibid* 

22 
F« ©• Matthiessen, flffaftfflW M « g i P» ̂ 5* 
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9 

Per there are no established definitions to apply 
to Jfe&KHE&Gk;* Where one critic has held cut his* 
critical yardstick, just there a succeeding critic 
•hould be aaost on M s guard and not follow blindly* 
Jf * novel* It is no more a novel than 
it is an epic and n© More em ©pie than a tragedy— 
ta the sense that Shakespeare, for instance, con-
ceived tragedy# Moby-Dlok is not to be compre-
helped unless, like the dead ¥hal# is the distance, 
it is seen in infinite perspectives. 23 

Richard Chase in 19%9 was »@r® certain of M s defi-

nition, for he called Moby-Dlcfc "an Anerican epic. So far 

it seeas to be the American epic** Chase believed that 

an epic is the poet1® response to the aiyth which his cul» 

ture gives him. In this case Chase thought that the myth 

given to Melville is one of capitalism, and *Ahab is the 

epic' transmutation of the Aaerlcan free enterpriser, and . 

the White Whale is the transmutation of the implicit mean-
25 

ing of free enterprise." 

la his biography of Mslville, Geoffrey Stone recognised 

the strong nationalistic feeling in Msbv-Mek that is so 

very definitely a characteristic of the epic* *As he 

(Melville) pursues this inquiry, or relates his story, eat 

tern of M s free-tumbling Metaphors is again and again an 

23 
MiXXUm Sedgwick, M l i S IfelxUAft, P* 83* 

2b 
ftiehard Chase, SgHifi tttiXUfe$ P* 100. 

25 
IbldM p. 101. 
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26 
American phenomenon** But Stone obviously favored. the 

dr&sa a® it possible definition for Moby-Sick., for he ftolt-

that "there Is no doubt that the qualities of the tragedy 
27 

a M dram. la Hobv -Dick recall Shakespeare •" • ' 

Perhaps the aost conclusive statement that Moby-Dick . . 

is am epic comes from Ifewtoa Arris in his biography of Mel-

ville, published la 1950. "If mm smst look for analogies 

that will do a - little t© express the effect Moby-Disk has 

on us in form—and they can do no more than that at the very 

most—it is not to tragedy that one should turn but to heroie 
28 

poetry, to the epic.* Arsrin believed that what the reader 

of Mobv^Dick "feels in its spacious narrative movement is 

not unlike what he feels in the narrative movement @f the 

U X M t *t the M £ £ M ) even of the aore 'literary1 poems 
29 

that derive from them, the AeneidT the Lusiads." 

It has been shorn, then, that critics are not prepared 

to accept Moby-Dick as a novel, but as to Just exactly what 

Moby-Dick is,there is much disagreement. Reviewers 
26 
Geoffrey Stone, Melville, p. 176. 

2? 
m&«$ p. 90 • 

28 
Ifewton Arvin, jfeyma-n Melville, p. 156. 

29 
Z B M » » P* 157. 
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#o®teap®rary with the publication of the book recognised the 

difficulty ©f classifying Moby»Mek» For the most port they 

looked npm th© %®@k as a novel with dramatic characteristics• 

4s early as 1899 th® book n m called an epic. Since then 

aaay reviewers have felt that the subject matter, ttructure, 

and characters sake the book an epic comparable to t&e 

IliadT the Odyssey, and the Aeneld. Other critics feel that 

the book is an epic tomt not comparable to may la the past, 

fhey believe that it is a raodern epic arising out of 

American mythology* On the other hand, reviewers recog-

nizing the undeniable dramatic similarities of the book have 

called Mobv-Mck a tragedy# 



CHAPTER 111 

^ f nmmt 

Im the preceding chapter attention was called to the 

fact that aany critics hai?© called MefrgvDick a tragedy* Be« 

t&m discussing the ©fie characterssties »f the boofe, it 

wm24 prebably be wise t© consider the evidence advanced 

toy those who fairer a dramatic interpretation. W a chapter, 

then, will fee deleted t@ a consideration ©f the dramatic 

characteristics found la Mobv~Dick* 

* la If^ £* L* Grant Watson published an article on 

in IM. $&Mm i M g in wMch he expressed his 

belief that the beck is essentially draaatlcj especially 

toward the eM is it «©f the ineiri table structure of the 
1 

tragedy." 

* George Boia&ns, stressing the autebiographical nature of 

JNtbK~2&Gk *• well as MMMil «ad ftaciah said, »My argument is 

lest if 1 i© act hawser heme that Mantle Moby-Dick. and. 

a s m «*• drassatizatioios of Jfeftrlllo1'* spiritual life."2 

*Arguing that MlrPSfffc is a drama, F. 0* Matthlessen 

reminded the reader that Melville "nde Ishssael step forth 

I* L. Grant Watson. •Moby Dick.^he London Mercurr-
III (Deee«ber, 1920), 186 » * 

2 
George C. Wmmm* «fh® Dark Jk&golt The Tragedy of Her-

man Melvillef
 w $&j£ M M M M Sffigllgfef V (October, 1932), 711. 

12 
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Is an 1 Epilogs©1 t® say, 'The drama1® <3©nefj and fro» th® 

soraent of introducing his draaatla pergonaet he had reckoned 

with M s problem as that of a * tragic draaatist* who vat try-

ing to endow *a poor old with the dignity of 

a Shakespearean hero,"^ 

^ Henry A# Meyers considered Moby-Mok a drama well 

suited to tea the tragedy of an age» 

With its heightened and impassioned language* 
its substitution of imaginative for hoaely detail, 
Its hardness relieved only toy the pathos of little 
Pip, it# revelation of the only great tragi© her© of 
nineteeath^entury Aasrlean literature, its sans® of 
necessity and finality, Mobv-Mck is like no other 

It smst ha understood as dream, for in it Mel-
ville bad arrived at the tragic view of life. MM mm 
understands it# tragic import by understanding th* 
story, by grasping the relation of the bar©*# character 
to mm fata* % 

®iat Melville conceived Moby-Pick mora specifically in 

terms of Shakespearean drama was brought out by Montgomery 

Belgion, who said, "The most mighty sign under which Moby-
5 

Ssfe « « written is, m m , the sign of Shakespearean drama** 

Charles Olson also thought that Shakespeare was the inspira* 

tion for Mokr-Moky but he said that of the plays *it was 
6 

Eear that had the deep creative impact** 

-Wtthiessen, P* 

it 
Henry 4* layers$ "Saptain £hab*s Discovery,* lew jtegJaM 

XV (March, 19*f2), 20* 

5 
Montgomery Belgion, "Heterodoxy on Moby-Mck," Bmmjmm 

Review, Ef (Winter, 1 9 W , £&• 
6 
Cliarlea Olson, Call Me fabiaael. p. 
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1-There are two aspects of Moby-Dick which critics point 

to must often m proof of the fact that the Isook It es-

sentially * tragedy* They are the frequent us© of dramatic 

devices tad the character of Ami# 

ilt is known that Melville was a student of Elizabethan 

arena and that in l8*f9 he had begun to read all of Shake-

speare in a hand some new edition* This copy of Shakespeare1'® 

plays with the underscorings and notes that Melville mad# in 

it still exists. It is neither strange, then, that Shake* 

speare influenced hia greatly at this time nor that Mete-

Dick should contain evidences ©f Shakespearean drama. 

^Among the obvious stylistic devices borrowed from the 

drama are the stage directions that accompany some of the 

chapters* The subheading to Chapter XXXX is *Bnter Ahabf 

To Him, Stubb,» there are many other chapters to which 

Melville has added stage directions, the main ones are 

Chapter XXXVI, "inter Ahabi Then, all*j Chapter XXXVII, 

••The cabinj by the stem windows; Mmt sitting alone, and: 

gasing out *5 Chapter XXXVIII, "By the aalnsaatf Starbuck 

leaning against it*f Chapter XXXIX, "Stubb solus, and mending 

a brace*) and Chapter XL, "Foresail rises and discovers the 

watch standing, lounging, leaning, and lying in various at-

titudes, all singing in chorus.1* 

Chapters xmil, XXXflll, XXHX all present one figure 

speaking alone, a device certainly reminiscent of the 
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soliloquies employed by Shakespeare. mother soliloquy 

similar to Shakespeare and other Elizabethan dramatists 

occurs In the chapter entitled "The Sphinx,* in which Mel-

ville M s Ahab lean ever the- side of the ship and address 

the head of a whale suspended there in « manner not tmlife® 

that in which Hamlet addresses the skull of Yorick* *• B« 

Fagin associated this iraaatie dercie# with a peculiarly- •. 

modern kind of soliloquy which he termed the *interior 

aonologue1**7 

j0a© structure of Chapter XL is exactly like that in the 

scene of a play* The chapter opens with the sailers sing5.ngf 

dialogue follows among various members of the crew* There..is 

sot on© iing> ef exposition in Mils chapter, which is -capable 

of being presented unaltered on the sta#»« There are 

Incidents i» Mofay~Melc that have * definite dramatic quality 

but which are not strictly speaking rtscenes.w Examples are 

the nailing of the gold doubloon on the Masthead, the toast 

©t the three harpooners froa their harpoons, and the ueetlngs 

of the Pftouod with otiser ships, such as the jasM» ^ tlie 

Jayeboam. and the appearance of the corposants. F, 0* Mat-

thiessen thought that the period of the final chase, which 

constitutes the longest sustained episode in the bo<&, is 

7u. B. Fagin. "Herman Melville and the Jto»e-
logue,* -American Literature. ?I (January, 1935), ̂ 33-^3^. 
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*the finest piece of dramatic writing in American litera-
8 

ture, though shaped -with m reference to the stage • * 

Melville also stakes use of stage properties to achieve 

a theatrical effect. Examples of this are many, but a few 

of the more important ones deserve mention. Early in the 

book Helvill* has Ahab throw his pipe overboard in a sy»~ 

telle gesture, and later in a scene of great dramatic sig-

nificance Ahab nails a Spanish doubloon to the masthead, 

the reward for the one vho first sights Moby-Dick, In a 

scene that recalls Richard^ throwing down the SElrror in 

Shakespeare 'a Biehard XX. Ahab smashes M s quadrant* 

As the climax of the book approaches, Melville skill-

fully employs dramatic omens and foreshadowlngs• The night 

of the typhoon is preluded by the corposants, which areas* 

a feeling of a w In the sailors, fhe compasses are ruined 

by the stora, the log-line breaks, the life buoy sinks, and 
9 

a sailor is drowned. 

^Aside froa the dramatic devices tised in Moby-Bick the 

critics have pointed to the character of Ahab as convincing 

proof that Moby-Dick is a tragedy* They see la Ahab Aris-

totle's Ideal tragic hero and la Mobv-Mok a draoa of 

mm®g«* 
^Hatthiessen, aa. dt. r p. **21 * 

9 

Ibid«r p. V20« 
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t The central meaning of Moby-Dick. like that of 
every tragedy, Has In tho relation of character to 
event* Ahab, a man with a Cat skill eagle in M s soul, 
possesses the unyielding will which leads 60 the iron 
way of heroesj a capacity for feeling far beyond the 
ordinary, and a large share of intellectual curiosity, 
1 Convinced by a striking aisfortune that the evil in 
M s life is in some way identified with Moby Dick, he 
determine* to pursue the white whale to the ends of the 
earth, 1 Ills monomania is close enough to the nature 
of the ordinary pursuit of men to draw the whalers 
into the chase• In the course of the pursuit Ahab 
can find no contentment in the pmpm® from which he 
cannot swerves he feels therefore that there is a 
meaning in life which eludes him* The meeting between 
man and whale results in the loss of Ahab*3 ship and of 
his life. Yet his spirit ie unbroken, and at the end 
he has M s flash of insight, the discovery that his 
topmost greatness Hps in his topmost grief, that M s 
unconquerable spirit* and his unyielding will are mean-
ingless without the suffering which brings them out and 
gives them significance. Only Almbf he discovers, is 
equal to Ahab* His own nature is the secret of both the 
heights of his fortune and the depths of his misfortune. 
For only he can feel the fierce exaltation of a purpose 
grooved In iron who can also feel the utmost agony of 
defeat, 10 

t Henry Myers also points out that Beversal of Situation 

and Recognition, two aspects of the plot of the tragedy, are 

present in Moby-Bick, Beversal of Situation occurs when 

Ahab in his attempt to destroy the source of evil in his 

life, symbolised by the whale, is hiaself destroyed. Recog-

nition cooes when Ahab realizes that he hiaself has brought 

on the tragedy, n,Gh, new 1 feel my topaost greatness lies 

in ay topmost grief, » , Towards thee I roll, thou all- | 

destroying but unconquerable whale, , So at last coraes 

the answer to Ahab's quest. The moment of insight in which 

10 
Wyers, ££, dt« T p, 29• 
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ha mm that hi# grief ari his greatness are but the two 

sides of M s nature, ©a® impossible without the other, is 

Ahab*s great discovery ana the key to the tragic meaning of 
XL 

ttte-fifek** 

Two critics, F* 0# Katthiessen and W» H» Auden, have 

pointed out that Ishmael serves the same function in Moby-

Dick. an observer of the motion, bat not a partial-

pant, as the chorus does in th® Greek drama* "Bat," Auden 

says, wIshmtel it not like the Greek chorus, the eternal 

average ma, for he isn't a character at all« fo be a char-

acter one mm* will and act, and Ishaael has no will, only 

12 

consciousness•* 

l-It has been shown that there are definite reasons for 

calling Moby-Dick a dramaj but, for the sost part, ctities 

have pointed to the stylistic devices, which Melville bor-

rowed from ths ssany plays Is© ha<3 read, fm proof of their 

argument# Sooe critics have called attention I® the simi-

larities ©f Melville1® conception of Captain iihab to tois-

totle1s definition of the ideal tragic hero in support of 

the theory of Mobv-Mck as a piece of dramatic literature^ 

I think that the critics who have used this argument come 

nearer convincing ms than do those who aerely point to the 
H 
Ibid, 

12 
Mm H» Auden, *The Christian tragic Hero,* flax 

Times Book Review. December 16, 19**5f P* 21# 
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external devices. facts are obviously Against trying 

to prove that structurally Hoter-Dick is a dranau How can 

the episodic nature of the plot, the long expository pas-

sages, tht innumerable pages devoted to eetology be re-

conciled to the lavs of the draraa? Drama depends for its 

effect on the concentration and compactness of its action* 

the action of Moby-Sidk is loose and unfocused« 
% 

4A oore rewarding approach to understanding Moby-Dick 
*r 

as a tragic draaa lies in a consideration of the philosophy 

in which Melville conceived his book. The story of the fall 

of Captain Ahab is a subject ideally suited for tragic treat-

ment* Hew ideally suited it is for a tragedy can Is® seen 

in the definition of a tragedy. 

\ Since the meaning of tragedy las undergone way changes 

fron time to tiae, it is difficult to formulate a definition 

that is all inclusive, However, since there have always been 

certain aspects of tragedy that have never changed, a work-

able definition can-fte nade« Aristotle defined tragedy as 

"an imitation of an action that is serious, complete, and of 
13 

a certain magnitude." Aristotle vent on t© point out the 

kind of character he thought proper for tragedy. Ke is a 

*aan whe is not eminently good and Just, yet whose Misfortune 

is brought about not by vice or depravity, but by some error 

13 
£. H, Butcher, I&£SC£ M PmJUX M M ElM 

m , p. 33* 
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or frailty. lie must "bet one vho Is highly renowned and 

prosperous. Aaliley 3!hornAik# deriwd this definition £f. 

tragedy froo tiie l^SSss$ ' " " 

-Nfoagady Is a form of dram exciting the 
of pity and fear. Its action should Im- single. and- com-
plete, presenting a, reversal of fortune^ invoXvlfltg per-
sons renowned aad of superior *ttaian»Btsv • aa&- it should 

' - . fee vrittan in poetry and «ab©llisl»4 with every kind of 
. , artistlo expression* 15 - " 

B̂ut Thorndike said that tMs definition falls short ©£•/€©** 

scribing Greek tragedy completely sal that it is isad^iimte 

for modern tragedy he mum It puts the emphasis on mtim and 

not on characterization# After analyzing later trag^dy^ ' 

©specially Shakespearean, xhorndike formulated his ©w» ̂ alV 

lnition* . . • ,\t' 

^The action of a tragedy uhouM represent a con-
flict of wills, or of wills with circuostance, or will 
with itself, and should therefore. fee baaM on the gllme* 
aeters involved* A typical tragedy is concerned with 
a great personality engaged in a struggle that eaSs . ; 

• ; disastrously* 16' "/.V.r ' 

< Aristotle began M s definition of tragedy by saying;. 

that the tragic action bust he mserious# complete, and'4& 

a pertain mgniiM©*1* By "aeriens" Aristotle meant .that the 

action of - the tragedy must deal with problems that arc? of -

serlBtt* significance to humanity* In Moby^Mck Melville •' 

treats of the rkturo of Bvil in the world and of the dan&t&ft 

Ashley Thoradike, SaSSiZt P* 8* 

16 
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of revenge end pride. Certainly these themes are basic and 

vast enough is scop© to embrace all huaianlty* 

XAristotle a*xt required that the action ©f the dram 

should fee ooaplete* 1© discussed this aspect of tragedy 

later la the Pieties under M s requirements for « success-

ful plot. It thought that" the draaatlo action should ham 

a beginning, middle, sad an end. la other words, he believed ̂  

that the action should have a beginning, an orderly progres-

sion from this beginning, and aa end that Is the logical and 

inevitable outcome of that which has gene before. In Moby* 

SSB tragic action is started with Ahab's setting out la ; 

search of the whale, the action becomess mm complex as Ahab 

If^inextricably involved la his fate, and finally is brought 

to a close with the sinking of the Feouod. Like the action 

of the drama, then, M©by-Mck has a beginning, a Middle,'and 

©ad. But Moby-Dick has more, and this Is where the' book dif-

fers fwm the drarau The action of Mebv-rttok Is Impeded tias 

and again by the introduction of things extraneous to the for* 

ward movement of the action* the plot of Mabv-Dlek is epi-

sodic and not dramatic* Aristotle perhaps also meant more 

broadly by "completeness* that the draiaa must have artistic 

unity* la other words, the draiaa mast be, organically, a 

complete unit* It must leave the reader with a sense ©f^ 

wholeness and finality, Meby-X?lck certainly meets this 

qulreiaent* 
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By "magnitude* Aristotle meant that the act lea antst 

haw consequences that transcend the affairs of one man. It 

ha# been.mentioned that Aristotle said that the tieal truglc 

hero fflust fee a person who is ^highly renowned and prosperous" 

s® that the f all from his feraer prominence will increase .the 

magnitude @f M s personal t ragedy as well as of those whose 

fate depends ©a Ma* Renaissance and neo-classical critics 

Hn&ted their tragic heroes to kings and persons of the high-

est rank so that their fall would involve whale nations* 

\The tragedy of Mm% has the magnitude which Aristotle 

required. Superficially the punishment for Ahab*s sin in-

wive# all the people aboard the Peauod. fheir fat© Is tied 

up with the fat# of their captain, Melville goes into great 

detail to explain, however, that the crew of the P&mmd rep-

resents all ©f humanity. Melville has collected representa-

tives of ages, nations, races, and occupations) obviously 

to syaboltise humanity as a whole* The fall of Captain Ahab, 

th«a, has universal significance and is of the greatest mag-

nitude, 

\Aristotle defined the purpose of tragedy as a purgation 

of the emotions of pity and fear* Pity is aroused'in the 

spectator at the sight ef the suffering of the tragic here* 

If the character of the hero is not one to excite pity in 

the spectatorsf then the tragedy is a failure. For this rea-

son Aristotle went to some length in his .Poetics to explain 
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the type of Mm suited for the tragedy* Be said that the 

protagonist should be a aan intermediat© between extreme 

goodness and extreme wickedness# lie wm&t be a man who is 

brought lew through soae shortcoming. fhls shortcoming in 

the character of th® protagonist ha# been called the tragi®, 

flaw# 

'Early in the book Me M i l e stress®® the exceptional 

character of Captain Ahab. Be calls M a 

a man of gmmtly superior natural force, with a glob-
ular brain and a ponderous heart t who has also by the 
stillness and seclusion of sany long night-watches in 
the remotest waters, and beneath constellations savor 
seen her# at the north, been led to tfeiafc: uairaditioa-* 
ally and independently; receiving all nature*s sweet 
©r savage iatpressions fresh froa her own virgin vol-
untary and confiding breast, ant thereby chiefly, bat 
with mam help from accidental advantages, to learn 
a bold and nervous lofty language—that man makes one 
in a whole nation's census—a mighty pageant creature, 
- formed for noble tragedies. 1? 

^Melville also points out the tragic side of Ahab's naturet 

for will it at all detract from his, dramatically re-
garded, if either by birth or other circumstances, he 
have what seeat® a half wilful over-ruling Morbidness at 
the bottom est his nature. For all mm tragically great 
are made so through a certain morbidness. Bt sure of 
this, Q young ambition, all aortal greatness is but 
disease. 18 

After Xshmaol signs to ship on Pecuod, Captain 

Peleg gives this description of the ship's eaptaint 

17 
Mehv-Diekr p» 73* 

18 
Ibid. 
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He's a queer wrn* Captain Ahab~~so some thirik~»Uut a 
good one* Oh, thou*It like M * veil enough; » fear, 
no fear* Be*# a grand, ungodly, god-like man, Captain 
Ahafef doesn't speak ssuehj but, when h@ does speak* than 
yan m y well listen* Mark ye, It© forewarned; Ahab's 
above the conimon; Ahab's beea in colleges, as well as 
fM©«g the cannibals; iseen used to deeper wonder# than 
the wavesf fixed M s fiery lanes® tn mightier, stranger 
foes than whales• Mb lance I aye* the ke#a»st afli the 
surest that out of all mat isle I QhJ fee aln*t Captain 
BUdadj no, and tee ain't Captain Pelegf he's ihab. boy§ 
and Ah&b of old, then km west, was a crowned king* • • • 
I taow Captain ihab well; I've sailed with Ids as mt# 
years ago; I knm what fee is—a good man—not a pi@us, 
good man like Si Id ad, tat a swearing good man—soiae-
thing like ae—only there*a a great deal laore of Ma* 
• « • Ahab has M s humanities. 19 

X Perhaps it is no coincidence that Melville's own con-

ception of the character of Ahab is sisilar to Aristotle* 

definition of the ideal tragi© hero. Whether or not the 

similarity was deliberate or not Is usdUaportant, for it is 

obvious that Melville has created a character Ideally suited 

for tragedy. 

~vThe reader learns before he ever sees .Ah&b that lie is 

a good and noble aan. Unfortunately, on a previous whaling 

voyage M s leg was bitten off by a spar®, whale. Ahab thinks 

that the whale * s action was steer salevolence ®M becoises 

moody and reflective over the loss of hi* leg. Continuous 
j 

brooding over it warps Ahab's atind, but we do not see to 

what extent M s mind has b#®» affected until his mmmmmmnt 

that he wishes to turn the whaling voyage into a pursui# of 

19 
Ibid.T pp* 79-SO, 



Moby-Dick• Vengeance on the white whale M s become the ob-

session of M s mind. He thinks of nothing els# hut the day 

vixen ho will neet Meby«4)ick in Mortal coabat. Shis unswerving 

determination is the tragic flaw in the character of Ahab# 

frue, it is the source of mmh of our admiration for the 

old nan, but it Is also the source of his destruction* W m 

ti® most part, Ahab confines himself to his cabin where he 

plots his revenge. The thought never leaves him? at night he 

is haunted by nlghtaares. Melville sees in him a kinship 

with Aeschylus1 tragic hero Prometheus s *God help thee, eld 

Ban, thy thoughts have created a creature in thee; and he 

whose intense thinking thus Mkes him m Prometheus; a vulture 

feeds upon that heart for ever f that vulture the very 
20 

creature he creates." 

We see t© what extent Ahab1* pride in his own self-de-

termination has led his ifhen, after he has announced to the 

crew his Intentions of pursuing Moby-Dick, he says, 
Talk not to me of blasphemy, man; X*d strike the sun 
if it insulted me. For could the sun do that, then 
could I the other| since there Is ever a sort of fair 
play herein, jealousy presiding over all creations# 
But net my master, ®maf Is men that fair play* 
Mho's over met 21 

Such ksrbris cries out for instant nemesis. Ahab in 

defying the Divine Order incurs the vrath of #h& Gods, Just 

as Promethei's did when he defied the rule of 2eus, and he 

p* 200* Ibid.* p. 162* 
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mist be punished. Any her© of Greek t»g«dy who uttered 

words similar to those of Captain Ahab could expect the Hods 

to acdte hlm> In the tragedy of Captain Ahab, Melville 

shows that the determined expression of an Individual will 

that Is In conflict with the natural order of things la 

doomed* Man and Gad can live in haraony only so long a» 

Kan keeps M s place* It is the duty of Pate to see that 

he does# 

Xla conceiving Moby-Dick in a spirit such m this, M»&» 

irllle shows an affinity as mmh with Greek tragedy as with 

Shakespearean* It is interesting to no to that Melville 

vrote *Bschylusf Tragedies* on the inner cover of M s 

copy of Shakespeare* 

^The tragic inevitability of Ahab*s destruction is ap» 

parent frw the first. The old squaw Tlstig, at Gayhead, 

said that Mkmh*s mm& would 'be prophetic, and Ahab was 

aarked by Fate with a scar running frcm his head down his 

B©ck. And as old Indian among the crew said that the scar 

came upon him *not in the fury «* any aortal fray, but in 
22 

an elemental strife at sea#* 

\It is in the character of Ahab, however, that we see 

the tragic inevitability of his fate* When the book opens, 

Ahab. by his fatal flaw is destined for tragedy. As the 
4Sm 

22 
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boofc progresses, M s end becoaes apparent, for M s aono« 

mania brought on by isg« and anger dewljaps until It be-

comes a frensied madness. 

\ ft has been pointed out that Aristotle thought that the 

purpose of tragedy is the purgation of the eaotions of pity 

and fear in the spectator, which Aristotle called catharsis* 

The tragedy of Moby-Dick has catharsis. Pity is aroused in 

the reader lay Ahab*s suffering which is Incommensurate with 

his guilt, Mty is also aroused by the -d«atfe of the in?-

necent crow mesibers, who also pay for Ahab's fault. The 

eootlon of fear in the reader is closely related to that of 

pity, for while he Is experiencing pity for the fate of Ahab 

and the crew, he is also disturbed by the fear that a simi-

lar fate night overtake hin. He is afraid that if he becomes 

obsessed with an Idee fiaca or If he allows himself to be 

drawn in by sooeone else*s obsession, he will perish as did 

A&b and the cx%$?# 

• >In m m m r y then, it las been shown that many critics 

haw tried to prove Moby-Dick a tragedy by pointing to the 

many dramatic devices which Melville used# Many critics have 

felt such a strong Shakespearean influence that they have ar* 

gued that the book has the- fMiliar five acts of an Eliza-

bethan tragedy*2"* 

23 
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Later in tids chapter It was suggested that 

can best be explained la tepee of tragedy by calling at-

tention net to the dr&aiatic c«vle«» which Melville used 

hut to the philosopliy in which he conceived his book. Then, 

in order to prove that the philosophy behind ttl'PM i* 

essentially tragic, the book was examined in tbt light of 

Aristotle1s classic theory ©f tragedy* Enough similarities 

to Aristotle in i>foby-plckt sucfe as Melville
1 s conception of 

character, plot, struggle, and catharsis, were pointed cut 

to indicate that a tragic interpretation of the bock is not 

without foundation* 



p t f f M I? 

m w w m THE EPIC 

The apie as « subject £®t literary criticism las had 

a long and illustrious history* yhan m look for a defi-

nition of the epic as a literary form* scores of critics 

down through the centuries from Aristotle to Clayton Hamil-

ton clamor for ma* attention. Because Aristotle derived 

his definition from Homer, ouch subsequent discussion of 

the epic has been necessarily a consideration of Hoaer# 

In fact, an epic "might well have been defined as*a poem 
1 

wit tea in imitation of the Iliad,Mt As sore epics were 

written, hnwever, definitions were enlarged, and m find 

that critics seldom agree completely on Just what consti-

tutes an epic* Requirements which some critics have thought 

most important others have laid aside as unnecessary# never-

theless there have always been broad, general characteris-

tics which we always associate with the epic. 

1he first systematic consideration of the literary type 

known as the epic is found in Aristotle*s Poetics* Aris-

totle*s treatment of the epic is set entirely satisfactory 

because he discusses the epic with the drama pointing out 

1 
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similarities and differences between them. In only two of 

the twenty-six sections is the epic treated as a literary 

type hf itself# .toistfttl© thowgfct that tfm ©pic and- tm§€$f 

were alike in many respe&ts-*, He said that they w & m both 
;r.. S 
- that the epic is divided into four 

types like the drama, and that it ansst contain "Reversals 
3 

of Situation, He cognition, and Scenes of Suffering#* He 

believed ttiat the gtet of the epic, as of a tragedy, ought 

#to he QomtTuetBiS on dramaticprinciples* It should have 

for its subject a s i n g l e , , i r h o l e sad ©asulete with a 
— 

, middl©, and an ©nd«* unity of action Is 

the only one of the three "unities* that Aristotle applied 

to the epic# Tragedy is supposed to confine itself to a 

single revolution of the sun, "whereas the Epic action has 
5 

no limits of time#* 

Although the epic draws its subject *aatter from history* 

It is not like history in that it does not try to cover all 

the events that occur in one particular period* In other 

vords, the poet oust practice artistic selection as did 

Homer in rcajjfing the wrath of Achilles the theme of the 

Iliad* 

2 3 
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He never attaapts to make the whole tfw of Troy the 
subject of M s poem- though that war faai a beginning 
and an end*. It would have been too fast a thorns, am! 
not easily embraced la a single view, If, again, 
M i kept It w3,thin moderate limits, it sust have bean . 
®ver~c«iaplicat©d by the variety of the iaclient#* 
As It is, he detaches a single portion, and Mudts' 
as episodes many ovest* from th® general story of 
tii© var~-suoii as the Catalogue of the ships and • 
others—'thws diversifying the poera* 6 ' 

• Aristotle f€lt that epic poetry had a great advantage 

over tragedy because it e®«34 depict actions happening *siisul~ 

taneous.3y» la other words, the narrative form of the epic 

permits the inclusion of taany episodes which ttif relevant.' 

to the subject, add mass and dignity to th© poem," are ©on*> 

duolYe to *grande«r of effect, to diverting the itiad #f 
7 ' : 

th# hearer, aafi relieving th® story.* 

Aristotle did not list the quail ties of epic characters! 
' . ( 

be sal# only that *Bpic poetry agrees with frmgeiy in m r'tm 
8 -

as it is an imitation of characters ©f a higher type#* But 

Aristotle stressed the importance of language in the epic* 

ilAs for the aster, the heroic measure (hexaiaeter) has proved 

its fitness by the test -of experience. If a narrative petit 

la any other metre or in many metres were now composed, it 

9 
w m M he fcrand incongruous.* 

Aristotle said that the elcusent of the wonderful Is 

required In tragedy bat that the epic can achieve the 
6!SM., p. 89. 7 m i < > p. 93. 

8 ' 9 
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wonderful easier te the tragedy because It can itiake use 

of the irrational*. ®*?he irrational on which the wonderful. 

depends for its chief effects, has wider scope in Epic 
10 

poe try, because there the person acting is not seen** ̂  

Aristotle simply oeaut that an event which would seem ab-

surd if it were acted before an audience will not appaar 

absurd in description or narration* Aristotle cited 

Hector*s running f ro» Aohilles as an exaamle of ife&t he 

mrnitm Aristotle9 consequently, said that "the poet should 
11 

prefer probable iapossibilities to improbable possibilities*11 

• After Aristotle, the most important critic of the epic 

in antiquity is Horace* Although there are comparatively ' ' 

few remarks about: the epic In the Ars Poetioat the • importance 

of this work lies in the tmt that it has been repeatedly 

referred to by subsequent critics* The passages in the Ms 

Poatiasa that are most significant to the study of th© ejxle 

are those that deal with the subject natter, Wm meter, and 

the plot* f© begin with, Horace warned the poet to choose 
JL2 ' ' 

a simple subject commensurate with, his ability* That iferao# 
wis writing in imitation of Hoaer is obvious from his 

m u 
Ibid. Ibid, 
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remarks on verse and plot. Concerning verse, he said, *Xn 

what measure the exploits of kings and captains and the -
13 

sorrow of war may be written, Homer h m Bhmm 9
m " Horace 

warned the poet against a too auspicious beginning and ad* 
l£ 

vocated beginning the stagy jig m M & s res» 

There was nothing of Immediate importance In epic 

theory produced in the field of literary criticism during 

the Middle Ages. For our next consideration of the epic 

wa amst, therefore , turn to Italy during the lemissano©# 

Three important critics writing about the epic in Italy at 

this tiu® were Yrisalnof Castelvetro, and Tasso* 

Trisslno was the first to introduce the Aristotelian 

theory of the epic into modern literary criticism* He d«* 

voted an entire section of his feeMea, to a consideration 

of the epic. Just as Aristotle had said earlier, Trisslno 

pointed eut that the epic is like tragedy in that it deals 

with illustrious aen and Illustrious actions • Again like / 

Aristotle, he said that the epic was similar to tragedy be-

cause it had a single action but that it differed from 

tragedy in not having the action limited to a certain t m 

terval of time, Trisslno, like other critics of the Re~ 

naissanee, thought that the vastness of design and large** 

imsB of detail were necessary to the grandiose character 

13 Ik 
im.-, p. W 7 , JM4., p. W 3 . 
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of the ©pie* He also criticised the ronantl© poets for de-

pleting the impossible since Aristotle reeoazaended a pret>» 
15 

able Impossibility Instead of an improbable possibility* 

Caatelvetr© differed fro» Aristotle in regard to the 

unity of the epic beeause he felt that poetry was imagina-

tive history. Castelvetro felt that since history dealt 

vlth the vhol® life of an individual or with many actions 

of many people that there was m reason why epic poetry 

could not do likewise* Caatelvetr© recognized, h m m m $ 

that a poet -writing a successful epic which dealt with one 

action of one person shewed signs of ingenuity and excel-

lence* 

fatso tried to reconcile the .Aristotelian theory of 

the epic with the rooantio epics, such as the Orlando 

M M 2 th® perfeet 

and most pleasing fora of the epic would deal with the 

chivalrous themes of the romantic epio and at the «am 

tine have that unity of structure which, according to 

Ariatetle, is essential to ©very epic* fmm thought that 

the subject aatter of the epic should be drawn froa history 

beeause history gives the action that sesblanee of' truth 

necessary to create verisimilitude. ffe insisted that the 

history be of Christianity, for he felt that pagan religion 

8* Bpingarn, A Hfaterv tC MJig&g HsU&Uli 
• 109"j !, pp. 109-110* 
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vat unfit for the ©pic* Bat he cautioned against dealing 

with themes connected with the articles ©f Christian faith 

because such themes w a M fee unchangeable and confine the 

freedom of the p©et*s imagination, T&sso also felt that 

the best time 1® history mmM be mm neither too ancient 

nor to© modern* He mentioned the times of Charlemagne aad 

Arthur as being best salted for epic treatment# Finally, 

Tass© believed that the events themselves asust have grandeur 
17 

and nobility# 

The French critics of the epic placed up iibere the 

Italians left off, but epic theory did not reaeh Its fullest 

develapaszit la France until the seventeenth century, l&e 

meet important of the sl3£teenth~c*&tury French critics is 

Ronsard. In the two prefaces to his Frane-lMe he set down 

his remarks on the epic* 1© compared the poet with the 

historian, saying that the epic poet should not follow the 

method of the historian* The poet's greatest concern should 

be that of verisimilitude* Ronsard said that the epic poet 

should have a knowledge of history, Bedioiae, anatomy, lev, 

and all related fields in order to sake M s poems convinc-

ing. Ronsard felt that tfce poet could begin M s action la 

the siddle| as Horace advised, or that ha ernM even begin 

it at the end» Be recommended the use of such devices m 

1? 
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speeches, dreams, prophesies, pictures, auguries, fan-

tastic visions, ani appearances of gods and demons. Boa* 

sardf like $asso, thought that the action shcmM not be ©f 

a period too recent* He also thought that the action in 
X8 

the epic should be limited to ©o@ year# 

Although he wrote his own epic in decasyllabics* Hoo-

sard favored the Alexandrine as the proper raster far th« 

epic* He felt that th® language should possess, dignity 

and be aristocratic in tone* He believed that the poet 

should ta3ce great' pain3 to orrauosnt and embellish his . 

language. Be agreed with Bu Bel lay that it * g the fan** 

tion of the poet to enrich the language even if it aeant 
19 

coining new words or reviving older ones. 

In the seventeenth century the nost authoritative 

treatise on the epic was written by Le Bossrcu Be defined 

the epic as *un discours invents avec art, pour forae* 

les raoeurs par des instructions deguisees sous les alle-

gories dfuj*fs action important©, qui est racontee en vers 
d'une aanniere vrai-serablable, divert!ssante et aervoil-

20 

leuse." le Bossu stressed the didactic purpose of the . 

epic* Be felt that the subject of Hm epic shmaM be a. 
^K. T. am denberg, Jr.»JChe fhaffiev of Ernie in • 

England i 16̂ 0**1$QQ, pp* XW5« 
Vernon Hall, Jr., 

pp. H5-117-

I»e Bossu, fr&lte da poeme amicus (Paris, I6f3)» pp* 
9-10, quoted in Swedenberg, $$• clt,, p« 14* 
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fable* like those of Aesop, around which the poet could 

wave & veil of allegory in order to paint up m aoral 

leg-son* 

In England Sdszuad Spenser was influenced greatly in 

M a Falrie Oueene by the e§®a©mtg of allegory and didao-

la M s letter to Sir Walter BaXeigh in which he 

plained the purpose of M s poem tut called it a ^continued 

allegory* and said, 

the generall and therefore of all the booke is to 
fashion a genteltaan or noble p e w ® in vertnoms 
and gentle discipline t Which for that I conceived 
sheulde be ®ost plausible and pleasing, being coloured 
with an historical! fiction, the which the ®oet part 
of w m delight to read, rather for variety «f miter* 
then for profit# of the ens&mple* I chose the historye 
of king Arthare, as stost fitte for the- excellency of 
Ills person. being made famous fey aany mens forsaer 
workes. and also furthest fron the danger of envy, and 
suspicion of present tine* In which I have followed 
all the antique Beets historical!. El 

Spenser also pointed out the difference between the 

historian and the poet to explain his beginning Jn mediae 

res. 

For the nethode of a Poet historical is not smell* as 
of as Historiographer• For as Historiographer dis-
courseth of affayres orderly as they were douse, 
accounting as well the tiaes as the actions; but a 
Poet thrusteth into the eilddest s even where it sent 
concern®th M m and, there reeourslng to the thing# 
ferepaste. and divining of thirds to cob©, maketh a 
pleasing Analysis of all* 22 

21 
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Before writing Paradise LostT .Milton debated over whieh 

literary torn to use In order to achieve the greatest har» 

jaony between form and subject • In. fact, he wrote the firirt 

draft of Paradise Lost in the form of a Greek tragedy. In 

the mmmu sl JZx&lA M m M & i SaMSzi 

written la l6Vl, we find M a debating whether to follow 
23 

Aristotle or nature la writing his poenu In Book IX of 

ftgflflftat MaX said that although his sublet differed 

from the orthodox epic, he was sure that it waa more worthy 

of eplo poetry tiuto the aore eo«on ones. Concerning the 

language of the epic, Milton advocated the use of blank 

verse* 

Sir William Davenant's preface to Qondiherfc* 

in 3.650, is a laadaark in the history «pie theory in 

England for two reasons. First, it contained much of th* 

theory of the epic that was to be popular in England for th* 

next hundred asd fifty years $ second, in it Davenant brought 

together ideas that had appeared on the Continent and in 
2** 

England prior to his tine* An Important reason, too, for 

considering Davenant is the fact that Melville brought back 

from England an edition., ofJDttmaan&r^-wod we «r® probably 
2^J©hn Milton, Works, in, 237* 
$k 4 
Swedenberg, OP.« clt»«, p. «+3. 

25 
Leon Howard, ifefcEUAftt P» 
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safe in assuming tlmt be knew the .preface to 

Baveimst respeoted the mmlmm®. accorded 1mmr W ; 

subsequent ©pie poetsf Bat he felt that slavish imitation 

of Booer or say ether epic poet v«t undesirable because it 

prevented progress* tth&t fee advocated was a w epic font 

based, for the most part, on Tasso* f# begin with* M s 

epic was t®_2tajwt.. a, Christian these beeause that jaattJA be 

isost eonduelvo to virtue. The actio® @f the epic should be 

taken tmm mm former time because the present would take 

awsy the Hbertf of the poet and sake a historian of him* 

He thought that the action should, however, fee credible, 

the emotions proper to the epic are low and ambition be* 
26 

cause they are so often the consuming forces of great at ads. 

Savenant said that nowhere were actions presented as ef-

fectively as in the English drama* For this reason he bee* 

Itemed that this dramatic structure be used for epic pur-
27 

poses* He even divided the epic into five acts* ' Over all 

this must be the author's "wit,* which he defined as a mm 
28 

.and unusual revelation of truth. 

The greatest critic of England is the seventeenth 

century was John Dryden* He thought that Aristotle1 s 

26 
S- Spingarn, i A j£ jt&ft 

SSBSBO:» pp» 9-1^. 

27 28 
XbU«« *• IMi* 
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conclusion about the relative greatness ®f tragedy and 

epic should be reversed and that the epic should be give» 

the position of highest importance* ®& heroick ̂ ea, truly 

such, is undoubtedly the greatest woile which the sool of 
29 

mm is capable to perform.B fife accepted the classical 

unity ®f plot tefc rejected the unity of tins#. 1© ©tressed 

the importance of many episodes t© accompany and carry on 

the aaim theae of the ©pic.* 1© thought that the poos should 

be didaetie sai said that the epic hero M l be noble and 

virtuous although he need not be a perfect example of vir~ 
30 

tue like Immmu From these observations it is clear that 

Bryden had very little that was new to add t© the theory 

of the epic# His importance lies in the fact that he was 

often referred to and quoted• 

IngHsh critic* from Bryden t* the Middle of the eight-

eenth century agreed generally upon the definition ©f the 

©pic as a unified poem, solemn In tone, about a great event, 

which was usually, .talma „J®» P®@% designed al-""" 

_to teach > aoral leaaon* After 

1750 thia definition of a highly specialised nature began 
31 

to break down until even the romance and novel were Included* 
^John Bryden, fiaSMfrHft SS2& tSfitiltoiWi & § » SffiEtet 

III, **25. 

•̂ Ibiff«y pp* ̂ 25-̂ 35* 

31 
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When Henry Fielding published Joseph Andrews In l?%2t 

ha was convinced that he mm Introducing a mm literary 

fo*m into English literature. In his preface to Joseph 

Andrews* where he explained his purpose la writing the feedk, 

h« sailed it a cossie prose epic, which he had sodelad after 

Homer, With reference to verse he had this to say about 

his writing! 

For though it want one particular, which the critic 
©numerates la the constituent part# of an epic pmmf 
mmlyf m%mf yet, when any kind of writing contains 
all ott»r parts, such as fahlo* action, characters, 
sentlneat, and diction, and Is deficient in wtre only, 
It seeas, I thick reasonable to refer it to the eplct 
at least as no critic hath thought proper to rang© it 
under any other head, or to assign It m particular 
name t® itself* 32 

Although this discussion of the ©pie has Mm confined 

to only a few of the most prominent critics, it is evident 

that the subject of epic theory constitutes an important 

aspect of literary eritlelssu It has teen shown that al-

though the critics are seldom in complete agreement, there 

are general qualities which all the critics associate with 

the ©pic# It is from those general characteristics and from 

studying the great epics of the- past that modern critics 

derive their definition of the epic. 

Writing In 1935, Clayton Hamilton gave this broad mm* 

i&ary of the eplct 

32 
Henry Fielding, Worksy I, 18, 
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Tim great epics of the . * have attalwdl 
their chief significance from the fact that they hmm 
suamed up within theaaelve* the entire contribution 
to hwmn progress of a certain race, a certain natlen, 
a certain organized religion* « • • The great epics 
haw attained this resumptive and historical signifi-
cant# only by exhibiting as sublet aatter a vast ami 
communal struggle, in which an entire race, an entire ' 
organised religion has been concerned ̂  struggle 
imagined as so vast that it has shaken heaven as well 
as earth and called to conflict not only mm tent also 
gods* ffee epic has dealt always with a struggle, at 
once human and' divine, to establish a great communal 
cause* this cause, la the Aeneldf it the founding act 
B ^ I *5 F1® jtenaMIft MMpttft"It is the recovery 
of th* Holy Sepulchref in thalae-pla Oueene it Is the 
triuiaph of the virtues over the' vScesf la th* 
it is the discovery and conquest of the Indies* in the 
Mvfefte Comedy it is the salvation of the human soul. 
• * « At t result of this, the characters in to great 
•pics are aeaorable becaus* of the part they play in 
advancing or retarding the victory of the vast and so-
cial cause which is tine subject ©f the story. Sieir 
virtues and their faults are comimal and representa-
tive! they a m not adjudged a# Individuals, apart £mm 
the conflict in which they figuret and, as a consequence, 
they are rarely interesting in their individual. traits* « 
• . Because the epic authors have been interested always 
in mmmml conflict rather than in iailvldmi. pw» 
sonality, they have seldom made any use of the element 
of lovethe ®ost intimate and personal of all 
emotions. 

Consideration of a few more modern definitions may help 

us formulate a definition of the ©pic %tiich eaa be applied 

to Mob.y*Mck* For Macneile Dixon the epic is % narrative 

poem, organic in structure, dealing with great actions and 

great characters, in a style c©«enjro»te with the lordli-

ness of its theme, which, tend# to idealize these 

33 
Clayton Hamilton, J> Manual of the? Art of FiotlonT 

pp#- 160-162. 
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characters and actions, and to sustain a»i eobellish Its 
3% 

subject by means of ©pis-ode and amplification** 

a# if* Clay ley gave this definition# 

fbe ©pie in general, ancient and modern, mar 
Ise described as a dispassionate recital la- dignified 
rhythmic narrative of a wmmv&mxs timm ©r action 
fulfilled by heroic characters and supernatural agen-
cies under the control of a sovereign destiny. The 
•fees® involves the political or religious interest* 
of a people or of oaJ&iM) it commands the respect 
due to popular tradition or to popular ideals. The 
pooa awakens the sense of the mysterious, the awful, 
and the stabilises through perilous crises it uplifts 
and ealas the strife of frail humanity. 35 

1 The ©pic, then, can be defined as a long narrative 

poem, the theme of which is so mighty la its scope that it 

reaches far' beyond the affairs of aere individuals to things 

concerning an entire people, nation, or even the world as a 

whole* Its subject sat tor is taken froa history, religion, 

legend, or anthology. The supernatural eleaent Is usually 

very pronounced, events being often under its control# The 

action is always on a hug© scale, and the characters are 

mighty heroes, demigods, deatens, or celestial beings. Events 

center in a prodigious effort or struggle to carry out scan 

great and Just purpose against opposing forces, which are 

destined to be overthrown in the end* In the great epic 

3*t-
Dixon, SIR* oit.* p» 2*u 

35 
C* W* Gayley and. B* Pv Kurtz, S M 



deep elemental passions are sat forth, such as hate, re-

venge, jealousy, ambition, and. love of power or glory. • * • 

The writers of the classical epics developed certain 

devices which subsequent poets adopted* S®se of these ohar-

acteristic devices are the beginning £a mediajt the 

invocation of the orase, and the statement of the epic pur-

pose. Other conventions include descriptions of warfare 

and battles, distinctly formal speeches by the characters," 

epic catalogues and descriptions, which are oftan quite 

detailed, and the use of the Homeric sidle. The whole 

36 

story is told in dignified and majestic language* 

Chapter ? Is an examination of Moby-Dick in relation 

to this definition of the epic# 

3^ 
W. P* Thrall and A. Hibberd, 4 Handbook to Litera-

& » » P* 155. 
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cffiupm ? 

M M S r M M AS EPIC 

Bt® phrase "long narrative poe®M la our definition of 

the epic would indicate that Moby»Mck has failed to meet 

the firat recpirememt of the epic because it i# obviously 

not a poea, It is true that Aristotle thought that an epie 

not written in the heroic or hexaoeter measure would be £&• 

congruous, but^in the past even verse Man been rejected a* 

a requirement# And, to®, as far aa construction ia cox*» 

cursed, s,n© technical distinction is possible between the 

narrative that is written ia verse and the narrative that 
a 

is written in prose** 

But there have been attempts t© prove that the language 

Moby*Bick is poetry* I»ewis ttatford plated out that "typo-
/ graphically, Moby-Eiek conforms to prose, and there are long 
/ 

^ passages, whole chapters, which are wholly in the mood of prose; 

but in spirit and in actual rhythm, Moby-Sick again and again 

rises to polyftooni© verse . . . • It can either be con*i4~ 
3 

©red as broken blwalc vera®, or as cadenced prose.* Mtaaford 

1 
Bvedenberg, #b«. jbH«, p« 156. 

2 
Hamilton, mi* cit.« p« 1^8 • 

3 

Muoford, ££• cit.y p. 181* 
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thought that Melville was unconsciously following Poe's 

theory that all true poetry Must be short is length because 

a poetic stood cannot be retained over long passages, Mel-

ville sustained the poetic mood by dropping into proso dur-

ing tfe© Xcrag intervals between the emotional eris®§ which 

he presented in poetry. Muoford concluded, wBis pros© is 

prosst hard, sinewy, co»paet$ and his poetry is poetry, 

vivid, surging, volcanic, creating its own form in the very 

pattern of the emotional state itself, soaring, towering, 

losing all respect for the smaller conventions of veracity, 
I* 

when the inner tritsaph itself must be announced•" 

Padriac Colum also thought that the laagu&g# of Moby* 

Mate approached poetry* He listed this passage from Qaapter 

tSXXl as an example of polyphonic prose* 
It was a terrific, most pitiable, s M msdfienisag 

sight* The whale was now going head out and sending 
his spout before him in a continual tormented jetj 
while his ©at poor fin beat his side in a® agony of -
fright, ifew to this hand, now to that, he yawed in his 
faltering flight, and still at ©very billow that he 

or si 

In this passage Melville has used rhythm, repetition of 

sounds (flight, fright. flight, ja&, £8&u£)» â od alliteration 

Cfet spasmodically m A Hi Mi* fit 

tbjg sky)--all poetic devices. 

Ibid«» pp. 181^182* 
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Padriac Colura raentioned another passage where the as-

sonanc* of polyphonic prose strikes tho reader's ear. It is 

from Chapter LXXt 

Vfoere unrecorded names and navies rust, and untold 
hopes and anchors rot§ where in her imrdercms hold 
this frigate earth is ballasted with bones of slllioas 
of the drowsedj there in that awful water-land^ there 
was thy most familiar homo* Thou has bean where boll 
or diver never went| has slept by many a sailor* $ sidej 
where sleepless mothers would give their live3 to lay 
thea down* 

He pointed to the footnote in Chapter XIII as an example 

of free verse* It begins 

I reraeaber the first albatross I ever saw* It 
was during a prolonged gale, in waters hard upon the 
Antarctic seas* Prom ay forenoon watch below, I as* 
cendod to the overclouded deck; and there, dashed 
upon the Mia hatches, I saw a regal, feathery thing 
of unspotted whiteness, and with a hooted, fiottin Mil • 
sublime* 5 

Ivcr Winters thou|ht that Ms>by«*Bfck is "essentially 

a poetic performance,* for he had this to say -about the 

language!_ ' • 

The prose of Mobv~Dick. though mechanically it is prose 
and not verse—except for those passages where it oc-
casionally falls fragmentarily Into iaabic pentameter-
is % virtue of its elaborate rhythms ana heightened 
rhetoric closer is it# aesthetic result to the poetry 
of ffar&itse Lost than to the prose of Mrs#, barton. 
The JnsirSent, as an invention, and even we are 
faatlll&r with fee great prose of: the seventeenth ees^ 
tury as its background, is esseatially as original and 
powerful an invention as the blank verse of Hilton#7 

Colusi, op • cjt«« pp* 177"*17S» 

6 7 
Winters, s&i, elt«f p* 220. IMd.«f p* 219« 
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Whether the language Is prose or poetry, there is 

about It a ijuality of sajesty and simplicity that 1# epic 

la character. to hi# critical study of Melville, Pdehard 
8 

Chase spoke ©f "Melville's epic style#* And, indeed, It 

is such a highly distinctive and individualized expression 

that the critics speak ©f it as tfelviilean language in the 

sane exclusive sense that they speak ©£ firgllean ©r Mil-

tonic language* Uewton Arvin looked upon the language as 

"a creation, verbally speaking} a great artifice, a part-

icular characterizing Mleuf without it the hook would 

$ 

not exist** /irvia pointed out certain "signature* words 

that Melville liked to use again and again* wild* wildly, 

MMnftsa, bhhmIv. moodiness. mystic. mystical, subtle. saitN -
tlx, julltelif aMwaiBMit M s m » ^ «aastem« 
Be also mentioned certain characteristic kinds of words ami 
words that were either of Melville*« own coinage or at least 

10 
of a great rarity* Sin©# the epic deals with a whole na- ^ 

tion or race of people, it is characteristic ©f the epic 

poet to dip into the nation's past to incorporate rare and 

obsolete words into his poea to glfe it a historical breadth* 

* 

Chase, m * dt.« p. 9*** 

^Arvin, otu cltM p. 162. 

10 
Ibld«T pp* 162-163. 
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w$ince old words add dignity to til© poem, the epics poet, 

following the example of Virgil, my revive certain old 
IX 

wages for this purpose^ 

Many of Melville's w d i and usages appear Strang© t* 

•tee reader because they come front the vocabularies #f sea-

men and life In the southern Pacific, and also some of them 

are forgotten Americanisms or revivals of Elizabethan and 

seventeenth-century English terms. Seme examples found la 
ifekY-asfc ar« msBm&t 

fflMMMCTt SS&IMi gJtellfitlifty 
12 

laalto&f xatffit yMX^'teas* 

Melville1 s use of the stately ^thee® and '•thou11 adds 

dignity and formality to the speech of the characters and 

gives an epic flavor t© the language* And the m m long 

formalized speeches of to characters, such as the soHlo* 

quies mentioned in Chapter III, add to the epic character 

of the book as a whole. 

One unmistakable epic quality of Melville's language 

.is M s frequentuse of the Honerlc aia&le. Melville use® 

' this elaborate kind of simile in the same manner that Hosier 

does* The Homeric simile is not an ernammt* For Hewer, 

11 
Sill} jjt*$ p* H5« 

ia 
Janes Purcess, "Melville^ Contribution t® English," 

(September, 1$ 
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it serves to introduce something which he desires to render 

exceptionally impressive, sorse moment of intense action or 

some sight or sound full of wonder, terror, or pity. Boaer 

wishes to prepare the reader by first describing lOisetMnf 

similar, only utore familiar, i&ieh he feels he can make us 
13 

see clearly. 

In Father Jfapie*s seraon occurs oa® of the first of 

these elaborate similes« 
Like one who after a night of drunken revelry 

hies to his bed, still reeling* bat with conscience 
yet pricking his, as the plunging8 of the Soman race-
horse but so must the m m strike M a steel tags into 
Mjr§ as one who in that miserable plight still turns 
and turn® in giddy anguish, praying God for annihi-
lation until the fit be passed; and at last amid the 
whirl of woe he feels* & deep stupor steals over Mm. 
as over the ©an who bleeds to death, for conscience is 
the wound, and there*s naught to staunch it; so, aft®# 
sore wrestlings in his berth, Jonah's prodigy or pon-
derous nisery drags M a drowning down to sleep. 1% 

Melville uses a Homeric simile to describe the noveinent 

of a crippled whales 

4s an overladen Indiaaan bearing dmm the- ilindo-
stan coast with a deck of frightened horses, careens, 
buries, rolls, and wallows on her way* so did this @ M 
whale mmitB his aged bulk, and m v and then partly 
turning over oa M s cumbrous ribends, expose the cause 
of his devious wake in the unnatural stump of his star* 
board fin. 15 

13 
R. 0* Jebb, Horns g. pp. 26-27. 

1H • 15 
P* F* 350* 
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In a simile reminiscent of 1©»r, Melville says that 

the searaen rushed to the yard~arras nm in smrMng~tliae the 
U 

bees rush to tli© bomt-** 1m»f frequently eaploys similes 

to describe the movement of troops, and la om simile Mel-

ville compares whales to inarching armies# 
As marching armies approaching an, wifriendly ct®» 

file la the aountains, accelerate their march, all 
eagerness to place that j®Uleai passage in th«ir rear, 
and ©no® mm expand in e©iaparatlve security upon to 
plaint ewa s# did this vant fleet ef whales new see® 
harrying forward through the straltst gradually con* 
tractlng the wings ©f their semicircle. ani swlsasing #nf 
la one gelldf bat still orescentlc centre. If 

toother figure of speech, sere basic ant primitive toa 

the Horaerlc sistile, that ean be found In Ifrbyffittk Is al<-

lit@rati©iif a characteristic ef the epic-like B®r«« » g a % 

which Melville was fanlllar with* U » repetition of syl-

lables In this passage, which is also a Homeric simile, is 

striking! 
•% 

A® morning sowers, who side by sids slowly and 
seethingly advance their scythes through the long 
wet grass of narshy »eedsf even so these monsters 
swanu making a strange, grassy cutting soundf and 
leaving behind. them endless swaths of bl\*e upon 
the yellow s*a«l£ 

the these of the epic is so mighty In its scope that it 

reaches far beyond the affairs of aere individuals to things 

concerning an entire people, nation, or even the world as a 

16 17 
Ibid,, p. 275. Ibid., p. 380. 

18 
ibid«f p* 272* 
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whole* This definition of the epic theme conforms to the 

seriousness and magnitude 'which Aristotle required of the 

tragic action In his definition of tragedy. By seriousness 

•vrietotle aesnt that the tragedy must deal with problems that 

are of serious significance to humanity, and by magnitude 

Aristotle laeant that the action raust have consequences that 
/ 

transcend the affairs of one saan. - Superficially, Sfoby-Diak u 

is the story of the pursuit of the Whit© Whale by a handful 

of aen aboard the PiaqTttjftfc-->. Bat symbolically __lt̂ beccffies an 

allegory of the doatiny of the world with am attempt to ex-

plain the nature of .3.006 and Evil, and the dangers of such 

powerful forces as wrath end vengeance, theses basic and vast 

enough in scope to bo of serious significance to humanity. 

The action of Moby-B^ck has magnitude because Ahab*s fall 

also Involves the fall of his crew, which Melville has de-

signed to represent all mankind. 

^ """ Briefly, the theme of Moby-Dick is th# wrath of Ahab 
\ 

j just as title theme of the Iliad is the wrath of Achilles • 

'"The effect of the wrong done to Ahab by Moby-Dick is simi-

lar to the effect of the -v/ronc which Agameamon does to 

Aclilles* Just as Achilles' hurt pride and desire for re-

venge lead to the death of Patroclus, so Ahab*s pride and 

determination for revenge lead to the destruction of M s 

crew# 
- Melville has this to say about the wrath of Ahabt 
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Small reason was there to doubt, then, that m m sine#' 
that almost fatal encounter, Ahab had cherished a wild 
vindi ctiveness against the whale, all the aore fell for 
that la his frantic aorbidness he at last case to iden-
tify with hJUa, not only all his bodily woes, but all 
hia intellectual and spiritual exasperation# The Vtoit® 
Whale mm before M m as the Monomaniac incarnation of 
an those aialieious agencies which some deep men feel 
eating in thea, till they.are left living on with half 
a heart and half a lung, *' fh&t intazigible malignity 
which has been from the beginning? to whose dominion 
even tl:ie modern Christians ascribe one half of the worlds| 
which tte ancient Ojfeites ©f the east reverenced f» their 
statue devils—Ahab did not fall dc*m and worship it 

thesi but deliriously transferring its idea J© the 
abhorred White Whale* lie pitted himself« all autil&ted, 
against it* All that most maddens art torneats) all 
that stirs up the lees of things? all truth with mile® 
in its all that cracks the sinews a M cakes the brains 
a n the subtle demonisxas of life aa* thought$ all evil, 
to crazy Ahab. were visibly personified, and wade 
practically assailable in Hoby Dick. He piled upon the 
whale's white hump the sum of all the general rage and ,/ 
hate felt by M s whole race from Mm downs and then, 
as if his chest had been a mortar, he burst his hot 
heart's shell upon it. 19 

fhe theme of Moby-Dick sight be expressed as the arch-

individualism of Ahab, his determination to assert his will 

in defiance of all established order. then we sight draw 

analogies in the character of Ahab to another epic hero, 

Hilton's arch-rebel ©f Paradlm Imk* 

The subject aatter of the epic is taken from history, 

religion, or Mythology. Melville used many second-hand 

sources for the information he used in Bor-

rowed rather heavily froa fourt the Rev. Henry T. Cheevor1# 

The Whale affd Captors. Shows Bealft *3 EtititSOSr t£ 

19 
Ibid.r p. 181. 
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the Snern Vflrnle. William Scoresbyfs Journal of £ ?o?age to 

the Northern Vihale Fishery. and «?• Boas Browne* s Etching a 

of a Whaling Cruise* Although, these books and M s ovm 

periencos served as the aotual sources for Ms>by~Dlok, Mel-

ville drew his subject matter from what might be called an 

American a^th, Moby-Dick Is the fictive eabodirsent of the 

ayth which Melville1!* culture had given M % and In this 

respect it is similar to the Iliad and the OdysseyT which 

constitute a sort of culmination of the culture of the 

Achaean*» Virgil wrote his Aeneid with an eye to preserv-

ing the ayth of the founding of Bam for the Romans# 

Melville had read J. 1* Reynold*s article ttJ4ocha Biekt 

or The White Whale of the ^Pacific" in The KMckarboaker and 

had undoubtedly been impressed with Reynolds* statement about 

the strong national character of whaling. In this article 

Reynolds complained because so little was known about the 

romantic and colorful sperm whale fishing industry. 

The varied records of the coossereial world can furnish 
no precedent, can present no comparison to the intr#* 
pidity, skill, and fortitude, which seea the peculiar 
prerogatives of tills branch of our marine# These char-
acteristics are not the growth of a forced exertion} 
they are Incompatible with it* They are the natural 
result of the ardor of a free people, of a spirit of 20 
fearless independence generated by free institutions. ' 

20 
J* N« Reynolds. "Kacfaa I&ckt or*The tthite Whale of 

the Pacific,* ££&. (May, 1839), 392. 
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Melville mmt have seen in the whaling industry a symbol of 

Mmttm i& the days of to frontier* a® setting-out in 

search of the whale into perilous and w&amft seas offers & 

striking parallel t© the exploration of the American fron-

tier, fh© qn»s that manned te ships leaving Nantucket, 

aiade up of immigrants from all over the world, helped con-

fir® Whitman* s view of America as the melting pot of nations, 

The quest for the whale as a vital product was similar to 

the search for buffalo ©a the plains- of the frontier. the 

life that Melville was writing about in it® youthful and 

primitive ea&stenee -was a life designed for epic treatment* 

Ifatftott Arvin said that the life pictured in Moby-Dick 

a life in some of its aspects reminiscent of that led 
toy the Achaean peoples in the days of their f©3Jc~ 
wanderings or by the Germanic peoples in the days of 
theirs; the whole of American life at the tin®, with 
all its differences, was something like that. Eu-
ropean migrants, from the sixteenth to the nineteenth 
century, had reverted in the Western world to a state 
of things tS»t MA much is cowcm with an archaic, 
a rtheroiew age* Here there had reappeared, as in the 
Bronze Age and the Age of Tikings, a population of braw-
lers, boasters, and bullies, as well as of proud, totwhy, 
self-reliant, heroic individuals* and among them there 
had reappeared a habit of story-telling, of recitation 
and legendary reminiscence, shot through with a love ©f 
the grandiose and never wholly free fro® an undercur-
rent of superstitious fear—fear of the hostile and sys-
terious powers in savage nature, in forests and seas, 
in wild animals, the life of trappers, hunters, and 
frontiersman was of that sort, and the life of whalers 
equally so* 21 

21 
Arvin, £2* p« 15©« 
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Tver Winters also stressed the nationalistic flavor of 

Mobv-Diclfi 

• It is easy to exaggerate the importance of national-
ism in literature., but in this particular ease, the 
nationalism is the historical elesent, and not' to per-
ceive it is to fail to ma&®mt§®& the very subject of 
the book. la its physical events, Koby-Biek is a ias-
ration of exploration and heroic adventure| it is thus 
typical of the United States of the nineteenth century, 
by land as veil as by seta* 22 

these observations bring us ©lose to the most epic-Hke 

quality of Kohy*Blckf the fietive embodiment of a lAalft ago* 

Melville was creating from the myth of teerioa a work of art 

with universal application* 

- -""" In the epic the supernatural element is usually very ^ 

pronounced9 events often being under its control. Although 

it is not as prominent as in earlier epics of store primitive 

societies, the supernatural element plays a large part in 

Moby-Dick. the forces of nature take on a primordial and 

exaggerated significance, the destinies of Ah&b and his 

crew are constantly in the hands of such forces as the sea, 

both preserver and destroyer of life, and the land, which is 

both safety and peril. Melville calls the wind by its Greek 

name, Euroclydon, and speaks of fee sun as Ha royal c^ar and 

king.8 Indeed these forces are so aniiaate and vital that they 
23 

are practically deities. 

22 
Winters, qp« eit.. p. 220. 

23 
Arvin, j|g# oit.t p. I8*f. 



There are aiany Incidents in i$8M*S$s3fe tirnt are not 

naturally explained. Jimh*@ scar is w i t adequately ex-

plained nor is the appearance of M s mysterious Grieat&l crew. 

Fedallah is hardly pictured as a mtwml being. fhere are «XJ* 

some actions which are given a natural explanation. but which 

happen too simultaneously to be credible. Examples are the 

series of events which announce the approach of lloby-Mekf 

the appearance of "toe eerpdsants ©a the yardarms, ti» * turnip 

of the compasses* the breaking of :-4gg* log and line, 'the *i*&>* 

ing of the life-buoy, and the Iwliag of a sailor. '. 

iUmb practices black aagic when he baptizes the harpoon 

in born blood ia order to raake it do his bidding. She aov* 

ing scene in which Ahab addresses the corposants is filled 

with the supernatural. 

la the discussion of the epic ia Chapter IV it was seen 

that aauj critics felt that the supernatural element in Hi# 

epic slumM be reduced in favor of sore realism. It will be 

recalled that Aristotle favored for both the epic and the 

drama "probable impossibilities to improbable possibilities." 

Although there is abemt Mobs^Iick an air of the fabulous, 

there is a feeling of verisimilitude. It is interesting t© 

note that a few day# before the publication of &&£*&£& ia 

the United States an accident happened that lent credence to 

the story of Moby-Dick sinking the Peouod. On August 20, 1S51, 

in aid-Pacific a hage whale ramrod and sunk the 

of Hew Bedford. 
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la the epic the characters are mighty heroes who are 

rarely interesting in themselves. fhey mm interesting m 

symbols of the virtue# &M ghorteoalBgs of a whole nation 

or race. This is true of No oy-Sick* «here little attention 

is paid to individual characters* 'JQie very naiies-~Ahabt 

Ishaiael, and Elijah—rule out individual characters * An 

exception to this sight be ttie character ©f Ahab* it has 

been pointed out that Ahab is acre ideally suited to be the 

hero of a tragedy than of a epic* It Is true that Ahab is 

not the perfect hero that Odysseus, Aeneas, Beowulf, or The 

Red Cross Knight are* But Ahab bears a close resemblance 

to Achilles. Achillea has a tragic fault Just as Mwh doesj 

in fact the tragic fault is the same in both* But it is not 

impossible to consider Ahab as a symbol representing the re-

bellious, indoa&table spirit of America* 

The minor characters in Moby-Dick are representative of ^ 

certain characteristics • It has been pointed out that the N) 

whole crew is symbolic of aankind in general* Queequeg tup* • 

resents brotherly love in a primordial state, tot Fedallah 

is a symbol of Evil* The three sates, St&rfeuckj Stubb, and 
\ 

Flask, all represent three different aspects of huaan p@a?» 

eonality* Starbuck, the most Intelligent of the three, lg 

presented as a prudent, conscientious, ana imaginative raan 

of Quaker descent. & is wiser than the others, but he, too, 

is not free from superstition. Be says that he would rather 

have seen Ifebŷ Bick than "the giant white equid, which he 

/ / 
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regards as an evil omn*. Sine© S tarbuck is a man of faith, 

he sees that Ahab1s revenge will result In tragedy# He alone 

of the crew pleads with Ahab to turn back* M10'al Ahab," cried 

vStarbuck, "not too lute is it, even now, the third day to 

desist. Seet Moby ^ick seeks thee not. It Is thou, thou, 

that madly seekest Mmifv 

Stubb is a different sort of man? he represents the 

natter-of-fact, devil-aay-care attitude. Although Stubb is 

not wholly oblivious to what is going on around him, he ha« 

adopted a philosophy of non-violence and non-interforence• 

U© offers this description of himself: 

I guess he*s got what some folks ashore call a conscience| 
it's a kind of 'fic-Dolly-row they say—worse nor a tooth-
ache* Wall, well; I don't know what it ia, but the lerd 
keep m* from, catching it * * » » tea iae, lt*s worth a 
fellow^ while to be born into the world$ if only to fill 
right asleep, tod now that 1 think of it, that's about 
the first thing babies do, and that's a sort of queer, 
too* Damn vrn but all things mm queer, come to think of 
'em. But that's against ray principles. Think not, is 
«y eleventh commandment j and sleep uliea you can, is ay . 
twelfth—So here goes again, 25 

Flask, the third mate, is the least sympathetic of the 

three. Ho is a happy, ignorant, materialistic sort who is 
26 

"a little waggish in the matter of whales." 

In the epic events center in a prodigious effort or strug* 
/ 

gle to carry out sone great and Just purpose against opposing 

2̂> 
Hobv-Dlck. p» 561* 

25 26 
P« 125# P* 
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forces, which. are destined to b« overthrown in the end. la 

Hoby-Dick the action Is centered around the pursuit of Moby-

Dick. To Ahab, this is a, great and Just cause, for he tMai» 

that la killing the whale be will rid the world of all Evil* 

Moby-Dick is, howrer, not destined to be overcorae in the end. 

In fact, a complete reversal of the actios takes place and' 

Jlhab and the Petmod mm destroyed• Some critics have felt 

that Hobv~Dick is not an epic because it ends tragically. It 

is true that in most epics the struggle of the hero ends 

victoriously* however , tlm 23AM and telflLMl tot are ex-

ceptions * 

In the great epics deep elemental passions are set f©rth#K.-

'• such as hate5 revenge, jealousy, ambition,, -and love of power 

• or glory. Ahab's pride, M s hatred for Moby-Dick, his desire 

for revenge, the fear incited in the crew by Moby-Bic?c—all 

these emotions in Mobv-Dlek are presented as elemental In 

nature. The aost personal of all emotions, love, is seldoa 

portrayed In the epic. L&m is absent from Moby-Sick both 

because there Is no woman aboard the Peouod and. because love 

is m amotion alien to the action of the story. It is inter-

esting to note that Starbuck calls upon Mmb to give up the 

chase in the name of the love Ahab bears for his wife and 

child, but the plea is ineffectual. 

The ...authors of the classical epics developed certain 
i 

\ Jitylistie devic&«% which subsequent writers of epics haw 

made use of. Seme of these can be found in Moby-Dick. 
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Concerning the plot of the epic, Horace said that the action 

slrnia start 4a aeglai r§s> Although Mmy-M.dk does not begin 

in madias res., which is a mere formal device like the invoca-

tion of the muse asi the statement of the ©pic purpose, its 

plot is characteristic of the epic* f ĥ@ line of the action la 

the book is straight forward, but the mmemmit is deliberately 

slow and impeded* Unlike drama, the aoveaent la not swift 

fro® climax. to climax. Dramatic structure is at reef m S 

concentrated, hut the structure of Mobf->Di.ck is rambling ami 

loose. Tim passages of sheer exposition and description of 

whales audi whaling, which retard the narrative*., serve a 

(3®finite purpose . They are like the aoaents of a#3Jterat# 

quietness and Stillness in all wry Ion® pocais that provide 

for a change of key. They also add dignity and mm to the 

hook* . , 

these long: passage® have another pvrpOM* -'ft®' char** 

acteristic of the epic is the detailed description «f war-

fare and hat tie* Melville1* i#scriptl@n of wM31,ng" is r@*» 

Jto JBJt JwLfctla* Melville 

delights as much in describing the whaler*s harpoon as Hosier 

does in describing Achilles1 shi® Id • Bwrfcon Arvin said that 

It is not Bronne Age warfare ©r hunting that is 
Melville*a subject..as it was ffeiaer1® ami the others** 
but it is an industry that had soae of the aspects of 
warfare and certainly of th© archaic huntf mm in the 
loving mmmr in which Melville liters aver M s imagery 

• of lances, harpoons, and cutting-spades, of whale-boats, 
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whale-line 3 s arid blubber-hooks, of cut ting-in and 
trying-out and •towlng-down, there is a shade of 
feelintg that carries one far out of the nineteenth 
century and recalls again the epic sinstrel and the 
vay he lingered aver his chariot and ship, and such 

/ Another epic dsvice is the use of epic catalogues and 

lists. Tlw classic ©maple of this device is Homer's cata-

logues of the ships in the Iliad* Jfelville alsc makes use 

of this device in Moby^Riek. for M s classification of the 

viiales in Chapter XXXII falls obviously into the category 

of a catalogue. 

It has been shown that the language of Mob/-Dickt vrhen* 

ther free verse or polyphonic prose, is sufficiently digni-

fied to serve as the expression of epic material* Also, the 

theme is mighty and far-reaching enough to be the theme of an 

epic. The subject matter, like that of many great epics, Is 

taken from the mythical aspect of a nation** culture. Tha 

use of the supernatural, an epic quality, is prominent in 

Moby-Dick. With the exception of Ahab the characters in Moby* 

pick, like these in the great epics, are representative of 

national and universal characteristics. Many epic devicesf 

such as the use of the Homeric simile, descriptions of war-

fare and battle, and the use of catalogues and lists, are 

2? 
Arvin, m * £&«> ?• 159* 
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found i n the took. In stun»iary then, the purpose of t h i s 

chapter tes fceen to show In hew many p a r t i c u l a r s Mofry-

Mcly exemplif ies epic theory. 
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mmwsiM 

Ifihen Melville wrote to his English publisher, Biehard 

Bentley, to announce that lie had almost completed & mm 

book @II whalingt h® stressed the fact that the book was A 

great novelty. Since its publication In 1851, critics, 

recognizing the novelty of Moby-Blck* have tried to clas-

sify it* Moby-Dick does not follow the development of the 

English and European novel, and, as a result, critics have 

looked to other genres for comparisons* Most of tea they haw 

turned to examples in tragic and epic literature* fh® purpose 

©f this study has been to examine both the tragic ami epic 

qualities of Moby "Did:. 

Chapter II' it a survey of critical opinions which refer 

to ltoby-Dlfik as an epic. At first* critics favored a tragic 

interpretation! in 1899 Moby-Melt was called an epic 5 since 

that tiae aany critics have interpreted the beck in terns «f 

the epic* 

Chapter i n is a consideration of criticism which inter* 

prets Moby-Dick as a tragic dram* Per the most part, critic# 

have pointed to the many devices which Melville used and to . 

the character of 4heJ* as evidence far their interpretation of 

Mster̂ Mck- as tragedy# let structurally Moby^Mek is not 
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tragedy, for It violates the lew of draa*tlc eaaamtv** 

tlwt* It is lit tli© philosophy ©f the b©©k, of utileti the 

character of Ahab is m indication, that the spirit of 

tragedy lies. 

Chapter If is a brief M s tor leal survey ©f the theory 

of the ©pic* Beginning with Aristotle, epic theory is 

traced through Italy, France, and England down to sedera 

erlties* Chapter If ends with a definition of the epie« 

Chapter f is the applic ation to Maby-Mefc of the ©pie 

definition developed in the preceding chapter* After an 

examination of M8%Z.~M£k in terms of language, theme, sub-

ject matter, characters, national flavor, us© of the super* 

natural, ancl use ©f characteristic ©pic devices, tin® thesis 

is advanced that Melville has written ail epic not m»nv« the 

great epics of the past, a book that any properly be called 

an American epic. 
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